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It is shown that each language accepted by a stack-counter acceptor is accepted by 
a stack-counter acceptor operating in quasi-realtime. 
INTRODUCTION 
Two well-known devices tudied in computer science are the pushdown acceptor 
[5] and the (one-way) stack acceptor [7]. Pushdown acceptors in which the pushdown 
alphabet consists of just one symbol are called counter acceptors and have been exten- 
sively studied in their own right [2-4, 10] as well as in AFL theory [8, 9]. It therefore 
seems reasonable to consider stack accaptors in which the auxiliary storage alphabet 
consists of just one symbol. In the present paper we do this, calling the ensuing devices 
stack-counter acceptors. Here our interest is not in the usual questions treated in 
language theory. Rather, we examine the devices in comparison with the quasi- 
realtime stack-counter acceptors, i.e., the stack-counter acceptors in which each 
accepted word can be accepted without more than a given number of consecutive 
~-input moves. 1 (This type of problem came into prominence r cently with the advent 
of AFL and AFA theory.) Our major esult is the rather surprising statement indicated 
in the title to the paper, namely, that the languages accepted by arbitrary stack-counter 
* This work was sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant GJ-28787. 
* Work done at the University of Southern California. 
x The languages accepted by these devices coincide with the languages accepted by stack- 
counter acceptors in which there are at most a given number of consecutive -input moves. 
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acceptors and the languages accepted by quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptors 
coincide. (More surprising, at least to the authors, is the length and com- 
plexity of the argument needed to demonstrate hat fact.) This theorem has already 
been used elsewhere [1]. A modification of the proof elicits the fact that the languages 
accepted by arbitrary counter acceptors and the languages accepted by quasi-realtime 
counter acceptors coincide. 
There are five sections to the paper. Section 1 introduces the stack-counter acceptors. 
Section 2 associates a particular finite-index congruence r lation, used constantly in 
the remaining sections, with each stack-counter acceptor. Sections 3, 4, and 5 are 
devoted to the argument for the main result. Let S ~ and SOOR denote the families of 
languages accepted by stack-counter acceptors and quasi-realtime stack-counter 
languages, respectively. Obviously SOOR _C SO. In Section 3 we introduce 
(i) SOORO, the family of languages accepted by "quasi-realtime generalized 
stack-counter acceptors," 
(ii) SOnORO, the family of languages accepted by "bounded quasi-realtime 
generalized stack-counter acceptors," and 
(iii) ~SEOR, the family of languages accepted by "SE-quasi-realtime stack- 
counter acceptors." 
We then show (Proposition 3.1) that Sooao C SOSEOR and SOBOR6 _C SOoa. In Section 4, 
we show (Proposition 4.1) that SO _C SOORO 9 In Section 5, we show (Proposition 5.1) 
that SOSEOR _C SOBOR6 9 Combining, we obtain SO _C -fOR, thus SO = -foR. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we present the one-way stack-counter acceptor (abbreviated "stack- 
counter acceptors") and introduce a formalism for working with them. In general, 
we assume that the reader has an elementary knowledge of formal language theory, 
as for example, in [5]. 
Intuitively, a stack-counter acceptor is a device with a read-only input tape, a 
finite control, and a stack storage 2 over a one-letter alphabet. Formally, we proceed as 
follows: 
NOTATION. Let K and 27 be infinite sets (of states and input symbols, respectively). 
Let c be a new symbol (called the storage symbol). Let 1' be a new symbol (called the 
pointer). 
The sets K and 2J are to contain all possible states and all possible input symbols. 
The symbol c is to be the one letter over which the auxiliary storage is to be defined. 
A "stack" storage isan auxiliary storage which increases and decreases a a pushdown tape 
and whose interior can be read but not erased. 
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DEFINITION. A configuration is a triple (p, w, ~1'/3), where p is in K, w is in a X*, 
and a/3 is in c*. p, w, c~l'/3 , ~/3, ~, and 13 are called the state, input, stack, stack word, 
left stack word, and right stack word, respectively (of the configuration). 
Intuitively, in configuration (p, w, aj'fl), the input head is scanning the first (if any) 
symbol of w. The storage pointer is a wedge between the last (if any) symbol of o~ 
and the first (if any) symbol of /3. In addition, it has the ability to determine 
whether or not ~ is empty and whether or not/3 is empty. 
We next describe different ypes of "moves," that is, instructions for transforming 
configurations. 
DEFINITION. For each p in K, q in K, and a in Z', let I(p, q, a), S(p, q), E(p, q), 
R(p, q), L(p, q), $(p, q), p ~ q, and c(p, q) denote the following relations between 
configurations: 
I(p, q, a) 
s(p, q) 
E(p, q) 
R(p, q) 
L(p, q) 
S(p, q) 
p-.-~q 
r q) 
= {((p, aw, od~/3), (q, w, o~/3))/w in X*, ~/3 in c*}, 
= {((p, w, ~'~), (q, w, ac'~))lw in X*, ~ in c*}, 
= {((p, w, ~'~), (q, w, ~))/w in 2J*, = in c*}, 
= {((p, w, odlc/3), (q, w, ow'~/3))/w in S*, ~/3 in c*}, 
-- {((p, w, ~c'r/3), (q, w, o~c/3))/w in 2J*, ~/3 in c*}, 
= {((p, w, od~), (q, w, ~'~))/w in Z*, ~ in c*}, 
= {((p, w, odr/3), (q, w, o~/3))/w in 27", ~/3 in c*}, 
= {((p, w, ~/3), (q, w, '~/3))/w in S*, t3 in c*}. 
Each of the above relations is called a move. I(p, q, a) is called an input move, S(p, q) 
a store move, E(p, q) an erase move, R(p, q) a right shift (move),L(p, q) a left shift (move), 
$(p, q) a right end move, p -* q a state change (move), and r q) a left end move. Any 
move other than an input move is called an E-move. 
Intuitively, I(p, q, a) is the instruction: " I f  the first input symbol is a, then erase it 
and go from state p to q." S(p, q) (E(p, q)) is the instruction: " I f  the storage pointer is 
at the right end of the stack word (and the stack word is non-~) ,then go from p to q 
and store one c (erase one c) in the left stack word." R(p, q) (L(p, q)) is the instruction: 
" I f  the right (left) stack word is non-E, then go from p to q and move the storage 
pointer one symbol to the right (left)." $(p, q) (r q)) is the instruction: " I f  the 
storage pointer is at the right (left) end, then go from p to q."p--~ q is the instruction: 
"Go from p to q." Note that, with respect o applicability as well as effect produced, 
3 For each set E, E* is the free semigroup with identity E. Each element of E is called a word 
(of E*). 
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input moves are independent of the stack words and e-moves are independent of the 
input. 
NOTATION. Let r and ~ be configurations. For each move/z, write r ~---, ~ if (r 7) is 
in/z. For n >/1 and moves/~1 ,...,/z,~, write ~:1 ~--,1 "'" ~-"~ ~n+l if ~ v--,~ ~:t+t for each i. 
Let M be a set of moves. Write ~: ~-M ~ if ~: ~---, ~ for some/z in M. Let r ~__o ~: and, 
for n /> 1, write r ~-~, / i f  ~: = r ~--~ "'" ~--M ~:n+l = ~7. Write r ~-*  ~ if ~: ~--~t 7/for 
some n ~ 0. 
We are now ready to define a stack-counter acceptor. 
DEFINITION. A stack-counter acceptor is a triple S = (M, q0, ql), where M is a 
finite set of moves and q0 (called the start state) and ql (called the accepting state) are 
in K. 
Observe that each stack-counter acceptor uses only finitely many states and input 
symbols. 
A stack-counter acceptor specifies a set of words as follows: 
D~INITtON. Let S = (M, q0, q0 be a stack-counter acceptor. A word w in 2~* 
is said to be accepted by S if (qo, w, 1') v--* (ql, E, i'). Let L(S) denote the set of all 
words accepted by S. A subset L _C 2~* is said to be a stack-counter language i fL  = L(S) 
for some stack-counter acceptor. 4 Let ~ denote the family of all stack-counter lan- 
guages. 
Let S = (M, q0, ql) and 2:1 = {a/I(p, q, a) in M for some p and q}. Then 2:t is 
finite and L(S) C_ 2:1". Thus each stack-counter language is a set of words over a 
finite alphabet. 
Stack-counter acceptors can be used in another manner to define a family of 
languages. 
DEFINITION. For d ~ 0, S = (M, q0, ql) is said to be quasi-realtime with delay d 
if, for each word w in L(S), there exists some sequence/zl ,..., #,~ of moves in M such 
that (q0, w, I') ~---"1 "'" ~---"n (ql, e, t) and there are no more than d consecutive E-moves, 
i.e., if/zk+ x ,...,/zk+ ~. are E-moves, then j  ~< d. S is said to be quasi-realtime if S is quasi- 
realtime with delay d for some d ~ 0. Let LaoR be the family of all quasi-realtime 
stack-counter acceptor languages. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of the present paper is to prove that 
(*) La = .oqaoR, i.e., each stack-counter language is a quasi-realtime stack-counter 
language, and conversely. 
4 In general, if S is an "X-aceeptor"  and L(S) is defined, then L(S) is called an "X-acceptor  
language." 
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In particular, we shall need three main auxiliary results to prove (*), namely, Propo- 
sitions 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1. In addition, we shall need a special congruence relation 
mentioned in Section 2. 
We conclude this section by discussing variations in some of the previous concepts. 
Remarks. (1) Call S = (M, qo ,F)  a "modified stack-counter acceptor' 'if M is 
a finite set of moves, qo is in K, and F _C K. Let L(S) = {w/(qo, w, ~) ~-*  (q, E, t) for 
some q in F}. The notion of "quasi-realtime" modified stack-counter acceptor is to 
be the obvious one. Clearly, each L in .~(L#oR ) is a (quasi-realtime) modified stack- 
counter acceptor language. The converse is also true. In particular, let S = (M, qo, F) 
be a modified stack-counter acceptor. Let S' = (M', q0, ql), where fl is a new symbol 
and M' = M u {$(q, ql)/q in F}. Then L(S') = L(S), and S' is quasi-realtime if S is. 
(2) Given a stack-counter acceptor S = (M, q0, ql), let 
L:(S) = {w/(qo, w'~) ~---* (ql , E, ~tfl) for some o~ and fl}. 
Thus L/(S) is the set of words defined by "acceptance by final state". The family of 
languages o obtained is ~ .  [For suppose S = (M, qo, ql). Let S' = (M', q0, q2), 
where M' = M u {R(ql , q2), R(q2 , q2), E(q2 , q2)}. Then L(S') = L:(S). Let S" = 
(M", q0, qs), where q~ and qa are new symbols in K and M" = M W {r q~), $(q~, qa)}" 
Then L: (S")= L(S).] A similar statement holds for the quasi-realtime case. [For 
again consider S----(M, qo, ql). The construction above for S" shows that S" is 
quasi-realtime if S is quasi-realtime, and L:(S") = L(S). Also, there exists S' (not 
necessarily quasi-realtime) such that L(S') = L:(S). By (*), there exists a quasi-realtime 
stack-counter acceptor S" such that L(S") = L:(S).] 
(3) Given d >/0, call S = (M, qo, ql) "strongly quasi-realtime with delay d" if 
(p, ,, t 3) (p', ,, t Y) 
implies m ~< d, for all p, p', ~,/3, ~', and/3'. Call S "strongly quasi-realtime" if S is 
strongly quasi-realtime with delay d for some d ~> 0. 5 Obviously, if S is strongly 
quasi-realtime, then L(S) is in ~oR.  The converse is also true. [For suppose that 
S : (M, qo, ql) is quasi-realtime with delay d. For each state q of S, e let (q, 0),..., (q, d) 
be d + 1 new states. Let M'  consist of the following moves: For each input move 
I(p, q, a) in M let I((p, i), (q, 0), a), 0 <~ i <~ d, be in M'.  For each 1 ~< i < d and 
each ,-move U(p, q) in M where U(p, q) is one of the forms S(p, q), E(p, q), R(p, q), 
L(p, q), p ---> q, r q), or $(p, q), let U((p, i), (q, i + 1)) be in M'.  Let (ql, i) ~ ql be 
in M' for each i, 0 ~< i ~< d. Then S' = (M', (q0,0), ql) is strongly quasi-realtime and 
L(S) = L(S').] 
5 The notion of "strongly quasi-realtime" was first introduced in [6], under the term "quasi- 
realtime," and has received prominent attention ever since. 
e Each state in a move of M is called a state of S. 
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(4) Consider one-way stack acceptors [7] with configurations of the form 
(p, w, r 1 fl$). Suppose further that ~ and fl are words in c*. Then, except for inessen- 
tial changes, the configuration (p, w, r ) becomes the configuration (p, q, a,t~ ) 
in the stack-counter acceptor. The rules r q) and $(p, q) allow recognition of the 
left and right ends of the stack, as is done in the one-way stack acceptor, by 
(P, w, r ~r ~- (q, w, r o,/~$) and (p, w, r ) ~-- (q, w, r ), 
respectively. In other words, a stack-counter acceptor is essentially a one-way stack- 
acceptor with a storage alphabet of one symbol and the ability to recognize both the 
left and right ends of the stack. It is easy to show that removal of the moves $(p, q) 
does not decrease the resulting family of languages. It is an open question (although 
the authors trongly suspect hat the answer is positive) whether emoving the rules 
r q) changes the family of languages. 
2. A FUNDAMENTAL CONGRUENCE 
In this section we associate with each stack-counter acceptor S a finite-index 
congruence r lation --=s on c*. This congruence r lation plays an essential role in the 
remaining sections. 
We recall the following well-known concepts. 
DEFINITION. Let 271 be a finite set. A congruence relation on Z'x* is an equivalence 
relation -- which is both left and right invariant, i.e., if x ~ y then uxv =-- uyv for all 
u and v in 2:1". 
As usual, we shall let [o~] denote the equivalence class containing ~. 
DEFINITION. A congruence relation ~ is of finite index if there are only a finite 
number of equivalence classes generated by ----. 
We also recall the following well-known result [11]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A set U C_ c* is regular if and only if there is a finite-index 
congruence r lation =_- on c* such that ~ in U and fl -~ ~ imply fi in U. 
We now consider a canonical form for each equivalence class of a finite-index 
congruence r lation on c*. 
NOTATION. Let ~ and < be the relations on c* defined as follows. For c~ and fl 
inc*wr i tea~f l (a<f l )  i f ' l a [  ~[ f l ] ( [a J  < [ fl ])- For c~ and fl in c*, let fl/o~ (also 
7 For each word u, ] u I denotes its length. 
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written ~) denote the word cl~t-I~l if a ~ fi and let fl/a be undefined otherwise. For 
A _C c* and B _C c*, let B/A (also written -~) denote the set of all fl/a, where a is in A 
and fl is in B. 
The following result is a restatement of the well-known theorem for finite cyclic 
semigroups. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each finite-index congruence relation on c*, there exist unique 
words rt and K such that every congruence class is either the unit set {a} for some a < x 
or is art* for some a, K <~ ~ < rtK. 
The words rt and ~r in Proposition 2.2 will be called the period and constant, respec- 
tively, of the congruence r lation. 
Remark. Note that rt cannot be ~. However, K might be E. For example, let the 
equivalence classes be (c2) * and c(c~) *. Then rt ~- c ~ and K = ~. 
We now turn to a congruence relation ~s  for each stack-counter acceptor S = 
(M, q0, qx). 
NOTATION. Let S be a stack-counter acceptor and a a word in c*. Write 
~o I,  1 "'" wy~- ~n over a 
if ~:o ~--'-"1 "'" ~---", ~n and each configuration ~i has stack word >~ a. Let M be a set of 
moves. Write 
#tim ~q over a 
if ~:o ~--u 1"'" ~--,, ~/over a for some sequence/*1 ,...,/zn of moves in M. Write 
~ ~ n over 
if ~ ~---~  over a for some n ~ O. 
NOTATION. Let K o be the set of states of S and 27 o the set of input symbols of s S. 
Let M o be the set of all moves formed from K o and 27 o (and c) i.e., M o ~- {I(p, q, a), 
S(p, q), R(p, q), L(p, q), $(p, q), p -+ q, r q)/p and q in Ko, a in 2~0}. Let MRL~r ~ 
{R(p, q), L(p, q), $(p, q), r q), p -+ q/p and q in Ko}. 
In order to define the congruence relation --=s, mentioned in the beginning of the 
section, we first introduce a preliminary relation ~-1 9 
s The set of input symbols of S = (M, q0, ql) is defined as the set {a/I(p, q, a) in M for some 
p and q}. 
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NOTATION. Let ~1 be the relation on c* defined by/3 ~ f if, for all N C_ MRL$r 
p in Ko, and q in K 0 : 
(a) (p, ,, ~'/3) ~---* (q, ,, t31' ) if and only if (p, ,, tf) ~*  (q, ,, flit), 
(/3) (p, ,,/3I' ) F---* (q, ,, t/3) if and only if (p, ,, fl') w--* (q, ,, if), 
(7) (P, ",/31') ~---* (q, ~,/31') if and only if (p, E, f t )  ~'--* (q, ", fl'), and 
(3) (p, ,, ~'/3) ~--* (q, ~, 1'/3) if and only if (p, ,, ~'f) e--* (q, ,, tf). 
Example. Let K o = {p, q}. Then [c]___ = {c}. [Obviously c ~1 ~. Let N = 
{R(p, q)}. Then {p, ,, re) ~---* (q, ,, et). For f : c/3',/3' =/: e, (p, ,, tc/3 ) e--N (q, ,, ctfl') 
holds but (q, ~, ct/3' ) e---* (q, ~, eft't) is false.] On the other hand, it can be shown that 
= 
Two facts about ~1 are the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) ~1 is a finite-index congruence relation, with non-e constant. 
(b) Let c~ ~ &. Then, for all N C_ 21/lo, p in Ko , q in Ko , /3 in c*, and 7 in c*, 
(p, e, a/3~') ~-~ (q, e, ~Tt) over o~ if and only if (p, e, &/3t) ~'~ (q, ", &7~) over &. 
Proof. We shall show only (a), the proof for (b) being straightforward. 
Obviously ~1 is a congruence relation. That the constant is non-e follows from the 
the fact that, for any/3 :~ ~ and p in Ko, 
(P, ", t,) ~ (P, ,, ,t) 
holds but 
(p, ,, t3) @ (p, ,,/3t) 
does not. 
Now consider the number of equivalence classes of ~1 9 Let m and k be the number 
of elements in MRzSr ~ and K0, respectively. For each word/3 in c* there are 4k22 m 
questions having one of the following forms (where N is an arbitrary subset of MRL~r 
(a) Is (p, e, 1'/3) v--* (q, e,/3t) ? 
(b) Is (p, ,,/3t) ~'--* (q, e, 1'/3) ? 
(c) Is (p, ,,/3t) e---* (q, r ? 
(d) Is (p, ,, t/3) ~---* (q, ", t/3) ? 
Clearly ~ ----1 ~' if and only if the answers to each of these 4k22 m questions is the same 
for/3 = ~ as for/3 = ~'. Since there are at most 24~22" sets of answers, there are at most 
24k~2" equivalence classes. 
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NOTATION. Let ~r I be the period and ~ the constant of ~ .  Let =s  be the relation 
on c* defined by fl ~-s fl if/3 =~ fl and for all N _C Mo, p in Ko, and a < zrt~ in c*: 
(a) (p, ~, a~) ~--* (q, ~, afl~) over a if and only if (p, ~, a~) ~-* (q, ~, a~)  over a; 
and 
(fl) (p, ~, a~') ~--* (q, ~, at) over a if and only if (p, ~, a~') ~--~r (q, ", at) over a. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. ~--S is a finite index congruence relation on c* with the following 
properties (for each p, q in K o , ~ :--s &, fl =s  ~, and 7 --:sT): 
(a) (p, e, a~) ~---~ (q, e, ~fi~) over a if and only if (p, ,, &~) ~--* (q, ,, &~) over &, 
(b) (p, ~, a3~) ~-* (q, ~, a~) over a if and only if (1', ~, ~)  ~-~ (q, ", a~) over a, 
(c) (p, ~, a*r~) ~-~, (q, ~, ~r~3) over ~ if and only if(p, ~, atr ~ (q, ~, ar 
over a~fl, 
(d) (p, E, o~7~fl) ~-*  (q, ~, o~Tfl) over ~Tfl i f  and only i f (p,  ~, &~)  ~--* (q, e, &~)  
over a~,  and 
(e) the constant of :--s is non-~. 
Proof. We shall only show that =s  if of finite index, the remaining items being 
straightforward. 
Given two words a and ~' in 2~*, ~ ~s  a' if and only if fi = a and fl = a' have the 
same answer for each of the 4k~2 m questions in the proof of Proposkion 2.3 and each 
of the following questions (for arbitrary N_C M0, p in Ko, q in K0, and a < ~qK1): 
(a) Is (p, ,, a~') ~-* (q, r afi~') over ~ ? 
(b) Is (p, E, o~fl~) ~--~ (q, e, c~) over ~ ? 
There are only 2k22 mo T ZqKs [ questions of (a) or (b), where m o = #(Mo). Thus there 
are at most 2~k22~+2~'~~ sets of answers, so that ~s  is of finite index. 
3. GENERALIZED STACK-COUNTER ACCEPTORS 
In the present section we introduce three new families of languages. These are 
(i) the family of quasi-realtime generalized stack-counter acceptor languages, 
abbreviated ~0R6, 
(ii) the family of "bounded quasi-realtime generalized stack-counter acceptor 
languages," abbreviated A~ and 
(iii)" the family of "SE-quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptor languages," 
abbreviated ~'~SEQR " 
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We then prove the first of the three main auxiliary results, namely, that &oOR G C &astor 
and ~'a~OS6 _Cs 
To define the first of the above three families, we now extend the class of store 
moves, erase moves, left shifts, right shifts, and left end moves. 
DEFINITION. For each p in K, q in K, a in 27, regular subsets A, B, and C of c*, 
and words a and ), in c*, let I(p, q, a) be as in Section 1 and 
S(p, q, A, C) = {((p, w, at), (q, w, o~)/w in 27", a in A, y in C}, 
E(p, q, A, C) ~- {((p, w, o~y'~), (q, w, o~)/w in 27', a in A, y in C}, 
R(p, q, A, ~,, B) = {((p, w, cd~9,fl), (q, w, ~'Ifl))/w in 27", ~ in A, fl in B}, 
L(p, q, A, r, B) = {((p, w, ~,f/3), (q, w, aty/3))/w in 27", ~ in _//,/3 in B}, 
r q, 9', a,, B) = {((p, w, ~/3), (q, w, 7at/3))/w in 27",/3 in B}, and 
CE(p, q, B) = {((p, w, (q, w,  t/3))lw in 27", in B}. 
Each of the above seven sets is called a generalized move. I (p,  q, a) is called a 
generalized input move, S(p, q, A, C) a generalized store move, E( p, q, A, C) a generalized 
erase move, R(p, q, A, ~, B) a generalized right shift move, L(p, q, A, ~, B) a generalized 
left shift move, r q, ~, ~, B) a left end store move, and CE(p, q, y, ~, B) a left 
end erase move. Moves other than generalized input moves are called generalized 
c-moves. 
Note that every move is a generalized move. In particular, S(p, q) = S(p, q, c*, {c}), 
E(p, q) = E(p, q, c*, {e}), R(p, q) = R(p, q, c*, c, c*), r(p, q) = L(p, q, c*, c, c*), 
$(p, q) = S(p, q, c*, {e}), p --+ q = R(p, q, c*, e, c*), and r q) = r q, e, E, c*). 
DEFINITION. A generalized stack-counter acceptor is a triple S = (M, q0, ql) where 
M is a finite set of generalized moves and q0 and ql are in K. A generalized stack- 
counter acceptor is called bounded if, for every store move S(p, q, $, C) and every 
erase move E(p, q, A, C), C is finite. 
Except for the insertion of the adjective "generalized" in the obvious places, the 
concepts of stack-counter acceptors carry over to generalized stack-counter acceptors. 
(We omit the details.) In this way we get s the family of quasi-realtime generalized 
stack-counter acceptor languages, and SeBORo, the family of bounded quasi-realtime 
generalized stack-counter acceptor languages. 
Turning to the third of the three new families, we have: 
DEFINITION. Let S = (M, qo, ql) be a stack-counter acceptor. A word w in 27* is 
said to be accepted in SE-quasi-realtime (with delay d) if (q0, w, 1') ~--.. "'" ~--~. (ql, E, ~) 
for some sequence of moves in M, n /> 0, such that, among any consecutive E-moves 
of the sequence, there are at most d moves other than store and erase moves. I f  each 
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word in L(S) is accepted in SE-quasi-realtime with delay d, then S is called an SE- 
quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptor (with delay d). 
Thus .LPs~oR, the family of "SE-quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptor languages," 
becomes defined. 
We are bow ready for the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. ~~ o C ~S~OR and ~PBORG C_ ~t'OR. 
Proof. Let S ---- (M, q0, ql) be a quasi-realtime g neralized stack-counter acceptor 
and let d be the delay of S. Let K 0 and 27 o be the set of states and inputs respectively of
S. Let 
= {A, C/S(p, q, A, C) or E(p, q, A, C) in M for some p, q} 
td {A, {7}, B/R(p, q, A, 7, B) or L(p, q, A, 7, B) in M for some p, q} 
U {{7}, {a}, B/r q, 7, or, B) or cE(p, q, 7, ~, B) in M for some p, q}. 
(Thus ~ consists of all the subsets of c* explicitly mentioned in the generalized moves 
of S.) Then ~ is a finite family of regular sets. For each R in ~ let ~R be a finite- 
index congruence relation as given by Proposition 2.1. Let ~ be the intersection of 
these congruences, i.e., a ~- fl if and only if a ~nf l  for each R in ~.  Clearly ~- is a 
finite-index congruence relation on c* with the property that, for each R in ~,  if 
~ fl and a is in R then fl is in R. Let ~r be the period and K the constant of ~_.9 
For each word a in c* let (a) be the shortest word w satisfying w ~ a. 
We now define S = (_/~, qo(E, E), ql(E, E)). Since S is to be SE-quasi-realtime, in any 
sequence of consecutive c-moves all but a small number are to be stores and erases. 
(In addition, if ~q is bounded, then there are to be only a limited number of total 
consecutive c-moves in S.) Thus, whenever we wish to simulate a r q, ~, &, B) 
move, we have to ensure that the right stack word in S is not too large (since the stack 
word can only be increased from the right end). We accomplish this by simulating 
the stack a]'fl in S by cx/fl ~ fl~ in S if fl ~ c~, and by fi/o~ ~ o: if c~ < ft. We shall see that 
the delay of S is 9 [ ~rK I d. 
The set K" of states of N consists of all symbols p((c~), (/3)), /S((~), (/3)), 
P,((@, (/3), @)), ff,((~), (/3), (7)), and finitely many other states as implied by the 
description of M; for each p in K0, /~ in M, and ~,/3 and 7 in c*. In general, 
the pair (p, ~'fl) is to be represented by (p(@), (/3)), o~//3 ~/33) if fl ~ ~ and by 
(if((@, (/3)), fl/o~ ~ oL 2) if ~ < ft. In particular, the set M will be constructed so that, 
for each word w 0 in X*, 
(*) if (qo, Wo, I') ~m (p' w, ~ 1' fl) then (~) (qo(E, E), Wo, 'D ~ (P((@, (/3)), w, ~/fl '[ f12) 
if fl < ~, and (fl) (qo(~, E), Wo, ~') ~ (if((@, (/3)), w,/3/~ 1' ~2) if ~ < ft. 
9 Note  that,  if  R is a f inite set in  ~t, then  c~ < K for every  word  e in R. 
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To define M it is convenient to first introduce certain subroutines (i.e., finite sets 
of moves). In each case, we briefly outline the moves in the subroutine. Each sub- 
routine produces transformations between configurations with explicitly listed states. 
Aside from these states, the subroutines have no states in common with each other or 
with moves explicitly listed in M below. 
There are four kinds of subroutines. These are as follows (for all states 15, ~ in K', 
=fi ~, all words w in Z*, and all words ~,/3, y, p in c*): 
(a) ~ .  In at most 21~l+ 1 consecutive moves, this set of moves 
transforms (~, w, A~') into (~, w, A~') if and only if either ~ = A or K ~ ~ ~< ;L (To 
implement, guess that ~ = A or that x ~ ~ ~ A. Since K and ~ are given, it is known 
whether or not K ~ ~. I f  the guess is that ~ = ;~, then use I ~ I erase moves, one left 
end move, and I ~ [ store moves. I f  K ~ o~ and the guess is that = ~ A, use [ ~ I erase 
moves and I o~ I stores moves.) 
(b) j~ -~  ~. In at most 4 [/3 [ + 1 consecutive moves, this set of moves 
transforms (~, w, )~'p) into (~, w, A~'p) if and only if either/32 = p or K 2 ~ 132 ~ p. 
(To implement, guess that/32 = p or K ~ <~/32. Since K and/3 are given, it is known 
whether or not K 2 ~ 132. I f  the guess is that/32 = p, use 2 1 [3 I right shifts, one right 
end move, and 2 I/3 I left shifts. I f  K 2 ~/32 and the guess is that/32 ~ p, use 2 I/3 I 
right shifts and 2 113 I left shifts.) 
(c) ,w  -T  + 4- In at most 2 1/3 l + 1 consecutive moves, this set transforms 
(~, w, A~'p) into (~, w, ,~'p) if and only if either/3 = A~ or K ~/3  ~ Ac~. (To implement, 
guess that/3 = A~ or K ~/3  ~ Ac~. Obviously it is known whether or not ~c <~/3. I f  
the guess is that/3 ~ A~, use ]/3 I - -  [ c~ I left shifts, one left end move, and I/3 I - -  I = ] 
right shifts. I f  K ~/3  and the guess is that/3 ~ A~, use [/3 ] - -  I ~ I left shifts and 
[/3 ] - -  ] o~ ] right shifts.) 
(d) L(~, ~, ~). In exactly I ~ I consecutive moves, this set transforms (15, w, AJ') 
into (r w, ,~/~ ~' ~) if and only ~ ~ L (To implement, use I ~ t left shifts.) 
Mnemonically, Wstands for stack word, RW for right stack word, LW for left stack 
~ord, and L in L(~, q, ~) for left on the stack. 
Formally, M consists of the following moves and subroutines (for all/z in M and 
~,/3, 7 in c*, with o~ < rr~,/3 < zr~, and 7 < =K): 
(1) For/z = I(p, q, a), M contains l(p((x,/3), q((x,/3), a) and 1(/S(e~,/3), O(a,/3), a). 
(2) Fort~ = S(p, q, A, C), M contains 
(a) $(p(~, ~), p,(~, ~, ~)) if o~ is in A, 
(b) S(p,,(~, ~, 7), p,,((~), ~, (7c))), and 
(c) p,(~, ~, 7) -~ q(~, ~) if 7 is in C. 
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(Thus, if (p, w, &~) w--. (q, w, &'~) with ~ in A and ~ in C, then 
(p((s), ~), ~, at) ~ (q(<s), ~), w, a'?t). 
Clearly this can be done using exactly 2 + 135 t ~-moves, all but two being stores.) 
(3) For/~ = E(p, q, A, C), M contains 
C a) $(p(a, ~),p.(a, ~, ~)), 
(b) E(p.(~x, ~, ./), p,,(o~]c, r (7c))) and E(p,,(~, r 7), p.(~r~]c, r (yc))), and 
(c) p.(a, ~, y) ~ q(a, ~) if a is in A and V in C. 
(Thus, if (p, w, &l") ~--. (q, w, &/yl'), with &/~7 in A and 37 in C, then 
(p(<a>, E), w, ~1') ~ (q(<~lY>, E), w, ~/,2t). 
(Thus, if 
(i) 
or  
(ii) 
Clearly this can be done in at most 1 + I ~ I + 2Kc~) I + 1 ~ ( ~ ( + 2 1 ,r~: { e-moves, 
all but at most two different from stores and erases.) 
(4) For/z = R(p, q, A, 37, B), M contains 
(b) R(p.(a, fl, y), p . ' ( ( . ) ,  fl/c, @c)))andR(p.(oq ~:, y), p.'<(or <r~>)), 
(c) R(t,.'(~,, t~, r), P.(~, ~, ~,)), 
(d) L(/~,,(~x, ~, "y) ,~.'(@c),/3/c, (yc))) andL(i~.(cr , ~, y), 20.'((~c), ~]c ,/-.yc>)), 
(e) L(fi.'(o~, fl, y), ~.(o~, fl, ~)), 
(f) r fl, y), p.(oq fl, y)) and r y), p.'(a,/3, y)), 
(g) p.(a, ~, ~) ~ q(a, ~) if ]~ is in B, and 
(h) ft.(e,/3, 37) ~_~,z+ q(a,/3) if/3 is in B. 
(p, w, 6~'/~) --M (q, w, ~'/~/37), with & in A and ]~/y in B, then either 
f l  ~< & and (p((&), (fi) ), w, &lfi ~ ~)  t---* (q((&37), ([JI37)), w, &371r t (fllY)~), 
or  
(iii) </~, a~/> t~/~, a~d 
(~(<a), </~)), ~, ~/a t a~) ~-~, (q(<a~), d~/~>), ~, ~/(/~/~) t (~/~)'). 
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(Thus, if 
(i) 
(ii) 
or  
(iii) 
(Case (i) can be done in at most 1 -[- 2 I)71 + 4 1</~> j + 1 ~< 6 t~rK [ E-moves, 
Case (ii) in at most 1 -4- 29 + 2(/~> + 1 ~ 4~rK E-moves, and Case (iii) in at most 
6~K c-moves.) 
(5) For t~ = L(p, q, A, )7, B), M contains 
(a) p(a,/3) -+ p.(cx,/3, ~) and/5(a,/3) --~ ft.(a,/3, E) if/3 is in B, 
(b) L(p.(a,/3, 7), p.'(~/c, <tic>, <7c))) andL(p.(K,/3, 7), p,,'(KTr/c, <tic>, <7c))), 
(c) r(p.'(~,/3, 7), P.(~,/3, 7)), 
(d) R(p-.(a, fl, 7), p-~'(a/c, (tic), (7@)) and R(fi.(•,/3, 7),P~'(Kr:/c, (tic), (7c>)), 
(e) R(p-.'(c~,/3, r), ft.(a,/3, 7)), 
(f) r 7), ~,,(a,/3, 7)) and r 7), P-.'(~,/3, 7)), 
(g) p.(a,/3, ~) ~ q(a,/3) if a is in A, and 
(h) ft.(a,/3, 9) Rtr - q(a,/3) if a is in A. 
(This is analogous to (4).) 
(6) For/z = r q, )7, &, B), ]~ in B, fi ~< (rrK) 2, 2~ contains ~~ 
(a) p(&, <fl))--+p.(&,/~, e)andfi(&, <~>)--+P.(&,B, '), 
(b) R(p.(&,g .),p.(&,fi, .)) and R(/s.(s, E .),/s.(s, fi, .)), 
(c) S(p.(a, fl, 7), p.(s, 3, (rc>)) and S(f.(a, 3, 7), f.(a, fi, <rc))), 
(d) L(p.(a, g ~), q(<)T&>, <fi>), g2), 
(e) L(fi.(&, fl, )7), q(<)T&>), <f~>, (~T&)*), and 
(f) L(fi.(&, ~, )7), q(<)T&>, <~>), f12). 
(p, w, &~) F--. (q, w, )T&~fl), with fi in B, then either 
fi ~< & and (p(<&>, <~>), w, &/fi ~ f12) * -- ~---.~ (q(<7@, <~>), w, )T&/fl 1' f12), or 
- -  - - - 2  * - - -  - -  . . . .  & </~, 97~ </~, and (p(<a), <~), w, [J/o~ ~ o~ ) ~--~ (q(@@, <fl)), w,~/~,a ? (7002), 
& </3,13 ~< 97a, and ( fi(<&>, </~>), w,/~/& 1' &2) ~---M (q(@@, <~>, w, ~,a/~ I'~ ). 
(It is easily seen that each case can be done in at most 7 I 7rK I E-moves.) 
(7) For t~ = r q, )7, ~, B), fi in B, fl ~< (rtK) 2, _~r contains 
(a) p(<)7&>, <~>) ~ p.(&, E e) and fi(<)7&>, </~>) --~/5.(&, E e), 
(b) R(p,,(&, ~, .), p.(&,/~ e)) and R(/~.(S,/~, .)), ft.(a, fl, .)), 
~o See footnote  9. 
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(c) e(p,,(&, E 9'), P,,(&, [J, <},c>)) and E(ff~,(&, fl, 9,), pt,(&, fi, (Vc>)), 
(d) L(p,,(&, E ~), q(&, (~>), ~2), 
(e) L(ff.(a, ~, 9;), q(&, (~>), &2), and 
(f) L(p.(a, fi, ~), q(a, <~>), a~). 
(This is analogous to (6). There are at most 9 [ ~K [ E-moves.) 
Thus (*) holds, and each E-move of S is simulated by at most 9 [ ~x [ C-moves of ~q 
other than stores and erases. If S is bounded, then, by the construction, each C-move 
of S is simulated by at most 9 [ ,rK I total c-moves of S. 
To complete the argument of Proposition 3.1, it is straightforward (proof omitted) 
to show the following: 
(**) Suppose that ~ * A = ~-M 7, where ~ = (p((a>, (fi)), w, a/fl ~ fi2) or ~ (/5((@, 
<fl>, w, fl/a ~ a2), p in/Co, and r state q(s, t) or ~(s, t), q in K o . Then either 
= (q(<r>, (8>, w', ~,/~ ~' 8 2) or r ~ (q(~9'), (8>), w'(~/g, ) ~ 9,~), where 
(p, w, ~t~) ~*  (q, w', r~8). 
Remarks. The proof of Proposition 3.1 also shows that each generalized stack- 
counter language is a stack-counter language. 
4..~ _C ~ORG 
The purpose of the present section is to prove the second of the three main auxiliary 
results, namely, 
PROPOSITION 4.1. oL~ v _C _WORc . 
Proof. Let S = (M, q0, ql) be an arbitrary stack-counter acceptor. We shall 
exhibit a quasi-realtime generalized stack-counter acceptor S' = (~r, q0, ql) such that 
L(~) = L(S). 
Let ~s  (abbreviated ~)  be a finite-index congruence relation on c* with the 
properties guaranteed by Proposition 2.4. As in Section 3, for each word a in c* 
let (a> be the shortest word in [a]. Let rr be the period and K the constant of ~ .  
Let A = 7r21~l. 
We now summarize some simple facts, each to be implicity used in the sequel, 
about the above concepts. Each follows readily from Proposition 2.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) A > @k) z. 
(b) A is in rt*. 
(c) I f  ~ ~ B ana ~ <~ ~ then ~/,~ is in ~*. 
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(d) If ~ <~ ~, then [~] =* = [~]. 
(e) I f  /3 -~ y and ~ >~ [3, then (c~ffi)y ~ a. 
(f) I f  [3 -~ y, K ~ c~, and x ~ o~[3/y, then a[3/y ~ ~. 
For each statep in K 0 letp, p', and/5' be new symbols. Let K o = {p, p, p', fi'/p in K0} 
be the set of states of S. The roles of the states are to be as follows. The configuration 
(p, w, ~//3 t/32) of S simulates (p, w, al'/3) of S when n ~>/3. The configuration 
(/5, w, [3/n 1' a S) of S simulates (p, w, al'[3) of S when o~ < [3. The configuration 
(p', w, a/[3 I'/33) of S simulates (p, w, ~1'[3) of S when o~ >~ [3 and every configuration 
(p, w, ~'1'[3'), with ~' ~ c~, [3' = [3, ~'/3' = ~[3, and/3 <~ min(~', [3'), is obtainable in S 
from the start configuration of S. The configuration (/5', w, [3/c~ 1' a s) of S simulates 
(p, w, ~I'/3) of S when ~ < [3 and some configuration (p, w, a'l'/3'), with a ~ a', [3 ~ [3', 
~'[3' = a[3, and ~ ~< min(~', [3'), is obtainable in S from the start configuration of S. 
The generalized moves of M are next given. The reader is avised to omit the moves 
on a first reading and return to them as they are later used. M consists of the generalized 
moves (1)-(6) (for all statesp, q, in K 0 and all words a, [3, y in c*, with ~ < A s, [3 < AS, 
and y < AS): 
- -  ! / 
(1) If l (p,  q, a) is in M, then M contains I(p, q, a), I(/5, ~, a), l (p ,  q,  a), and 
1(/5', q', a). 
(2) I f  (p, w, ~') ~----* (q, w, aYt) over ~, then M contains S(p, q, [~,], [y]). 
(3) If (p, w, ~y~') ~----* (q, w, a~') over a, then M contains E(p, w, [a], [y]). 
(4) I f  (p, w, ~/3)  ~---~ (q, w, o~y~) over ~),fl, then 2~ contains: 
[~1 G {~/~ --- ~}), (a) R(p, q, ~ ,
0r 2 
(b) ~( f ,  q, b']/3~ , /33 ,  {/~//~ - [3}),~ 
~'[v] /33 
(c) L ( /5 ,  q, [3 , ,~ , {&~/& - -  ~,}), 
~] {&~/~ ~}), (d) L(/5, ~ , -~,  ),~, 
, ~[v] /33 
(e) L(/5, q, /3 , a s ,{&2/&~a}),ifTrK ~-aandK ~, ,  
(f) L(p', q', [~]<~) ~ [~- ,  ( )2 , {~/~ ~- ~'B}), if K ~< ~ and K ~</3, 
~2 0~ 
(g) R(~', q, [Y]~e , /3~- , {~2/~ /3}), if ~rK ~ ~ and K ~< ~,, and 
_, <~)[/3] 4, 
(h) R(/5', q,  [~ '  (Y)~ , {&2/& ~ ~,}), if K < ~ and K ~</3. 
11 Note that (b) is undefined if/3 > a, and (c) is undefined if c~ > /3. 
(5) 
(6) 
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I f  (p, w, ay'~fl) v---* (q, w, ~x~yfl) over o~yfl, then M contains 
b,] , ~ ,  {#el# - #}), (a) L (p ,  q' ~- -~T 
(b) L(p,~, [~]~ 
(X 
(c) R(p, ~, 
, N 
(d) L(p,q,  r[fl] 
r 2 
, #~- ,{#ei# ~ #}), 
- - ,  0<3, {<~e/<~ - - o<}), 
,7  e, {#el# ----- fl}), if x ~< y and K ~< a, 
[#] 
(e) R(~, q, - (~ ,  r e, {ae/a - ~}), 
, N 
(0 L(F, q, ~[~1 , ~*, {#*/# - #}), 
[fl] {&el& ~ a}), if ~< r and K ~ a, and (g) R(ff', ~, - -~ ,  ),e, ,c 
(h) R(F,q' ,  [~] {a*/a-=)).  ' [ ]r  ' re' 
M contains 
(a) R(q, ~', [c~] fl' [/3] ' ~ ' {&e/& ~_ ~}), if K ~< ~, 
-, [fl] {&e/& a}), if ~, ~, (b) R(q, q , -~ ,~,~,  ~- ---- 
(c) R(q', q', - -~- ,  
, [~] 
(d) L(p, p, ---~-, ~, {~el~  fl}), i f  7/3 ---- fl, and 
[#] ~,e 
(e) L(F,  f ,  ' [~], #~', {#e/# ___#}), if,r <~ #. 
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Note that each set [a] is regular by Proposition 2.1. Since {&a/& =-- ~} is the homomorphic 
image of [a] under the homomorphism which maps c into c a, {&2/~ .~ a} is regular. 
Thus S -~ (M, q0, ql) is a generalized stack-counter acceptor. 
571/8/2-Io 
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We now show that L(S) -= L(S) and that S never uses more than eight consecutive 
E-moves. To see this we need some terminology for discussing the simulation of S by S. 
An element in K 0 X Z'* X (c*~'c*)(K 0 • Z'* x (c*~c*)) is called an S-configuration 
(S-configuration). The S-configurations st= (p, w, c~'13) and (' ~ (p, w, ~'~fl') are 
called equivalent (written st ~ ~:') if = ~ o/and fl ~/3'.  
For each configuration ( = (p, w, od'fl) , call 12 min(~, 13) the minimal stack word of ~:. 
For configurations ~= (Pa, w, old'/3) and ~:' = (p~, w', ~'~'13'), with ~13 = ~'fl', 
(i) call max([ min(~,/3)] -- ] min(~', fl')], [ min(~', fl')] -- [ min(~,/3)]) the d(-  
ference (abbreviated I s r (' t) between ~ and s ~', and 
(ii) write st ~< (' (or s t' ~> st) if min (or 13) ~ rain (d,/3'). 
For eiach S-configuration ~ of the form (p, w, ~/fl ~ fl~), (fi, w, 13/~ ~ ~2), 
(p', w, ~ ~' fla), or (/5', w, fl[~ ~" o~2), call (p, w, ~'/3), denoted by sts, the corresponding 
S-configuration. 
By a simulator of an S-configuration st~ (p, w, ~fl) is meant any S-configuration 
6 of the form (p, w, o~lfl ~ 13~), or (~, w, 131o~ o~ ) with ~ < 13, or (p', w, o~13/fl1~ 'f fll ~) 
* :~1,  stts~-st, and stts ~ ~. 
Thus, if (p', w, ~13/1312 ~131 ~) is a simulator of(p, w, a1'13), then aft/131 ~ ~ and13 x~ 13. 
Let ~e t be any S-configuration of the form (p, w, ~/13 ~13~), (fi, w, 13]~ ~ ~), or 
(p', w, ~/13 ~ 13~). By a by-product of stt is meant any S-configuration stz either =~:a or 
of the form (fi', w, ~13]aa ~ I' a~*), with ~ ~ a~, ~s = ~as, and ~s ~< ~1 s. 
In particular, suppose that ~ = (p, w, ~t). Then the only simulators ~x of ~ are of 
the form (p, w, at) or (p', w, ~13/fl~'~ 13a), with st s~_ st and ~ ~ fl~. Hence ~s is 
either (p, w, a~') or (p, w, a13/13~  fix). I f  se~ s is the latter, then stx s ~- st implies fit ~ ~. 
Since ~ < ~: ~ 13x, 13~ @ ~. Thus the only simulator of st is (p, w, ~'). Similarly, the 
only by-product of ~ = (p, w, a~') or ~/= (p', w, od" ) is ~/itself. 
Informally speaking, S is constructed so that it simulates S, never using more than 
eight consecutive generalized ~-moves. When S, starting from (qo, wo, ~) reaches 
st = (p, w, ~1"13) just after making an input move, S will be in some simulator stl of 
just after making the same input move. ~s will be in one of two cases: 
(a) stt s = st. 
(b) stx s is equivalent to ~: and has its right stack word shorter than both a and/3. 
In this case, represented by the primed state, S can reach every S-configuration 
equivalent to and >/set s. 
Suppose that S has reached a suitable simulator ~ and that S makes another 
sequence of ~-moves followed by an input move, arriving at ~. It could happen that 
there is no simulator for ~/which ~q can reach from stl 9 However, 
x~ For all words a and/3 in c*, rain(a,/3) denotes the shorter of the words a and ft. 
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(*) among all the configurations S could have reached (after the same number of 
input moves as S) are the by-products of sel, and ~q can reach a simulator 71 
of ~7 from one such by-product ~:2 9 
In order to transmit property (*) from input move to input move, S' picks 71 so that 
each of its by-products is accessible from at least one of the by-products of Ca 9 In 
addition to (*), ~q has the property that on entering ~:2 some S-configuration which S 
could reach is equivalent to and ~s .  This is so even if S cannot reach sea s. 
We now turn to formally showing that S has the desired properties of Proposition 4. I. 
We shall accomplish this with three lemmas. We first prove a technical result (Lemma 
4.2). Then we show that L(S) C_L(S), with each word in L(S) accepted by S with 
delay eight (Lemma 4.3). Finally we show that L(S:) CL(S) (Lemma 4.4). The latter 
two lemmas combined yield Proposition 4.1. 
We now consider the first of the three lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ~ ~---~ ? over ~Tfl, where ~ = (p, w, ~7fl) and ~ = (q, w, ~7~fl) 
(~ = (p, w, o~7~fl) and 7 = (q, w, ~Tfl)). Then for every simulator Ca of ~, there is a 
simulator ~?x of ~ with the following property: For each by-product ~2 of 71, there is a by- 
product ~2 of ~xf~ whtch ~2 v--~l ~ wzth d ~ 3. 
Proof. We shall prove only the case in which ~ ~ (p, w, n~'7/3) and ~ = (q, w, 0`7~'fl), 
the proof of the other case being analogous and using (5a)-(5h). 
Let ~:x be a simulator of ~:. We first exhibit a simulator 71 of 7 and a by-product 
ses of ~1 for which 
(*) ~ ~M71' with m ~ 2 and ] ~:s, 71s ] < ] A 3 ]. 
A number of situations arise, the details of all but one of them (Case 2) being omitted. 
Case 1. sex is (p, w, ~lTfl t (7fl)2) 9 Suppose I se, ~ I < I Az I- The ,  (q, w, ~'IB f 3 z) is 
a suitable 7x, and ~:1 serves as ~:s. If I s e, 7 I ) I AS l, then (q, w, ~7/fl t 3 s) is a suitable 
~/1, and (/5', w, ~73/~22 t ~)  serves as ~:~, where ~s = A(~bfil(#>. 
Case 2. #1 is (/S, w, 7/3/0, ~ o,s), with 3 ~< c,. If ] ~, ~7 I < [ AS [, then (q, w, o,7/3 ~ 3 ~) 
is a suitable ~7~ and ~:1 serves as ~:s. (Here (4b) is used.) If ] ~:, ~ ] >/ [ A ~ ], then 
(q, w, ~7/[3 ~ 3 ~) is a suitable 71, and (~', w, c~7[3/~s~ %~) serves as r with c~ = 
A<~>3/<3>. [For I #s,  n s I = I ~s/~ I ~< I Az l- Since ] ct I ~ I ct/fl I = I s e, 7 I ) ] Az I 
and 7 >1 a/[3 >/x, ot 2 ~ 0~ and ay/3/a s : ay(fi)/A(a ) ~ 73. Now a2 z ~</1432 ~ (o~/fl)32 -~< 
aZ ~< aYfl" Thus ~:s is a by-product of ~:x. Then Ez ~--, 71, where 
, 
is in ~r by (4g).] 
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Case 3. Cx in (ff, w, 7/31a~s),  with a</3<a 7. If  [E,~I[ < lAS[ ,  then 
(q, w, a7/fl'~/3~) is a suitable ~Tt and r serves as ~s. If [~, ,/1 ~> [A s 1, then 
2 (q, w, aTfl/fl s ~ fls 2) is a suitable ~h, where ~:s ---- Aa(fl>/<a), and ~:t serves as ~:s. 
Case 4. E~ is (if, w, 7/3/a '~ as), with a 7 </3. If I ~:, n [ < I AS [, then 
(q, ~,/31a7 ~ (aT) s) 
is a suitable n~, and r serves as ~:2. If I r ~7 I ~ I As l, then (q', w, ~,7#I/3s ~ i'/3,3) is a 
suitable ~]1, where/3s = Aa</3>/<a), and ~i serves as ~s. 
Case 5. ~1 has state p'. Then r = (P', zo, ohs/aT/3 ~ (~y/3/a,)s), where a t ~ a, 
ay/3/a 1~ 7/3, and K ~ aT/3/a 1 ~ rain(a, 7/3). Let r = (p, w, ay/<7> ~' <7)/3), and let ~t' 
denote the simulator of r with state p or p'. Let T0 denote the simulator of ~7 with 
state q or q. 
First, suppose that I C s, r I < [ AS [. Then % is a suitable )/1, and ~:x serves as ~:a. 
Suppose that l~s ,~ ' [>/ [A  s[ and a t~a7/<7 ). Then % is a suitable ~ and 
(if, w, o0,/3/~s s ~'o~ s) serves as ~:s, where a s =A(o~)/3/</3). Finally, suppose that 
I ~l s, r [ >/[ AS [ and a i > ay/(7>. Then ~i = (q', w, aTfl/fli s ~ fix s) is a simulator of 
~/, where ]~l = A2~yfl/<7)ai, and r serves as ~s. 
Thus (*) is established. 
Now consider any by-product ~s of ~l,  ~Ts @ ~7i 9 Observe that 
! 
a7/3 ~' #3 ] 1' \ 
K ~ ~7/3//3s = minimum stack word of ~s ~ minimum stack word of ~h, nT/3[/3s ~ ~7, 
d 
and/33 ~/3. We shall exhibit a by-product r of sel such that ~:s ~--~/~s, with d ~ 3. 
Two alternatives arise: 
(~) t ~1 s, %s [ < [ A ~ [. Then ~s serves as ~a. To see this suppose that ~x = 
(q, w, o~7fl//31 s t/3t~) 9 Then a7/3//3 s ~ fll ~ aT/3//3t ~ /3s , a7/3//32 ~ a7/3//3~ , f12 ~ /3~ , 
and 
I , = 1,7, s ,  nssl < 1~15 I.
~7/3//32 I 
Hence 711 b"-~ ~2 ) where 
! \ 
\ ! 
( -, [<=v>] (#d(~#/#, )<~v>)"  {a,/a _ <=v>}) = R q, q ' [#, / (~7#/#~)<~7>]  ' <~y>' ' 
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m 
is in M by (6a). Suppose 
Then o~yfl/fl~ ~Yfl/fll ~ fll ~ 32, ~Yfl/flx =-- o:yfl/fl~ , fll -~ f13 , and 
I ~/31 ~313~. = I ~1 s, ~:1  < I A" I. 
Hence ~/1 ~-". 7/~ where 
! [#1] \ 
[~/~1]  ' ~ ) '  ~ /~ --  
is in M by (6b). If ~/1 = (q', w. ~yfl//31z 1'fll~), then ~/1 ~---~  by (6c). In any case, 
~:z ~ ~Tx ~---~/~7~, where m <~ 2. 
(fl) I ~s,  ~s  [/> [AO 1. By techniques imilar to those in (a), it is seen that 
( IY, w, or ~) serves as ~3, where 
~'3 AS 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  (qo, W, ~) ~---* ~1, then there is a simulator ~1 of ~ such that 
(qo, w, ~) ~---al "'" ~--a, ~71, where each ~ is in M and at most eight consecutive ~ are 
generalized E-moves. In particular, i f  w is in L( S), then w is accepted by S with delay eight. 
Proof. We prove the following stronger proposition: 
(i) If (q0, w, 1') ~--* ~, then there is a simulator ~x of ~ such that for each 
by-product ~7~ of ~71, (q0, w, ~') ~-'ul "'" ~---u, r/2 ' where each /~ is in M and at most 
eight consecutive/2~ are generalized E-moves. 
To show (i), it suffices to prove (ii) and (iii) below. (For then (i) follows by induction 
on I wl .)  
(ii) Suppose that ~: ~-'-M ~ by an input move in M and that ~:1 is a simulator of ~:. 
Then there is a simulator ~71 of ~ such that, for each by-product 7/2 of ~71, aby-product 
~z of ~:x can be found satisfying ~:2 ~----3/7/2 by an input move of M. 
(iii) Suppose that ~ ~---* 7/by E-moves of M and that ~:1 is a simulator of ~:. Then 
there is a simulator ~1 of B such that, for each by-product ~ of 7 h , a by-product ~:~ 
of sr can be found satisfying ~ t----~t 7/2 by at most eight generalized E-moves of _~r. 
Item (ii) follows immediately from (1). 
To prove (iii) let cr be the minimal ength of the stack during the computation from 
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r to 7. We shall assume that the right stack word becomes Eat least once during the 
computation. (If not, the argument is simpler.) Then 
r = (p, w, ~ 1' ~) ~ 0 = (r, w, ~/~') over ~/3, 
0 ~ ~ = (s, w, o~') over g, 
~ $ = (t, w, ~,8~') over o, and 
~u 7 ~ (q, w, ), 1' 8) over ),8. 
By Lemma 4.2, there is a simulator 01 of 0 such that for, each by-product 02 of 01 , 
a by-product r of r can be found satisfying r ~--~/02 in at most three generalized 
moves. By Proposition2 4. and (3), ~ is a simulator ~1 of ~ such that, for each by-product 
~2 of ~1, a by-product 02 of 01 can be found satisfying 02 v--~/~2. Similarly, by (2), 
serves as a simulator $1 of 5b such that, for each by-product ~b 2of $1, a by-product 
~2 of ~1 can be found satisfying ~2 v--g $2. By Lemma 4.2 again, there is a simulator 
7x of 7 such that, for each by-product 72 of 71, a by-product ~b 2 of $1 can be found 
satisfying ~k2 ~---~72 in at most three generalized moves. Clearly 71 satisfies the 
requirements of (iii) and the proof of Lemma 4.3 is complete. 
Finally, the third of the three lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.4. I f  (qo, WO, ~) ~--~ 7X, then 
(~) the state of 71 is in (q, ~/q in Ko) and (qo , Wo , ~) v--* 71 s, or 
(8) the state of 71 is in {q'/q in Ko} and (qo , Wo , ~) v--* 7 for all7 satisfying n ~ 71 s 
and 71 s <~ 7, or 
(~) the state of 71 is in {~'/q in Ko) and (qo, Wo, ~) ~---* 7 for some 7 satisfying 
7 ~ 71 s and71 s <~ 7. 
In particular, L( S) C_ L( N). 
Proof. Let us call an S-configuration 71 valid if (q0, w0,1') ~---M 71 and (a), (/3), or 
(y) holds. We shall prove the following statement: 
(*) If 7/1 is valid and 71 ~---a 72, with/2 in M, then 72 is valid. 
(Using induction and (*), the lemma obviously results.) 
The proof of (*) is by examination of each of the generalized moves in ~r. We give 
the argument for one of the complicated generalized moves, leaving the rest to the 
reader. 
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Suppose that ~x is valid and "qt ~---~ r/~, with fi of the form (4h). Then 
A ~ 
T]I = (pt, W, (70)3 ~ <,),j.-- ~'~) 
and 
~ = (~',w,<~ A~ ~.~), 
where (p, w, ~'7fl) ~---~t (q, w, ~Y~'3) over ~7~, & ----- c~7, x ~< ~, and K ~</3. We shall 
show that (qo, Wo, I') ~-~t ' / for some ~ satisfying ~7 = ~7~ and ~s  ~< ~. 
Now 
A ~ - (~f l  A~ ~) = (p, w,~ 1' ~'3) 
and 
Since ~1 is valid, (q0, w0, ~')~---* ~ for some ~ equivalent o ~1 S, ~18~ ~. Then 
{: = (p, w, a t ~ ill), with o~1]~ 1 = (A~/(7)) ~((7,)[3/~)(A2/(cr o~ 1=~ (A2/(7))~ =-- ~, and 
fll ~ ((7)fJ/a)(A2/(7)) & :-- 7fl ~ (7)(fl). Since 7hs ~ ~, (A2/(7))~ ~ min(~l, fi~) ~ ~1 
and (A~/(7))& ~ fl~. Also, (7)(fl) ~ (Kzr)(KTr) ~ A ~ A(A/(7))~ since e ~ (A/(7)). 
Thus (7>(3) < 1~:, so that 3 = t~1[(7) 9 Since :(A~/(7)  ~ e: ,  S < ?~d 2~ ~:(7). 
Since (A2/(7))~ ~/31 and 9 ~ A/(7) , ~ ~ (Aa/(7)(7))& ~/31/(7). Let n = 
(q, w, ~(7)  ~ 1~1/(7)) 9 Then n ~ n2 s and, since & ~ ~1()') and ~ ~ 31/(7), n~ s ~ n. 
By Proposition 2.4, {: ~---* n. Then (q0, w0, t) ~--~ n for some n ~- n~ s, with n~ s ~ n. 
This completes the argument for Lemma 4.4 and thus of Proposition 4.1. 
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we finally establish our main result. First, though, we prove the third 
of the three main propositions. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. ~SEOR C ~BORG 9 
Proof. Let S = (M, q0, ql) be an SE-quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptor, with 
delay d. Let ~s  (abbreviated ~)  be a finite-index congruence relation on c* with the 
properties guaranteed by Proposition 2.4. For each word ~ in c* let (~) be the shortest 
word in [~]. Let ~r be the period and K the constant of -~. Let A = 7r~l-~l(~+u. 
We now define a generalized stack-counter acceptor S' = (M, q0, qx). For each state 
p in S let p' and p" be new symbols. The roles of the states are to be as follows. The 
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configuration (p, w, a~'fl) of ~q always simulates (p, w, a~'3) of S. The configuration 
(p', w, a~'3) of ~q simulates (p, w, a1'3) of S when all configurations (p, w, a'1'3), with 
a' ~ a and a' >/a, are obtainable in S from the start state of S. The configuration 
(p", w, a'~'3) of ~q simulates (p, w, a~'3) of S when some configuration (p, w, a~'3), 
with a' ~ =, and ~' ~ a, is obtainable in S from the start state of S. 
The set M is to consist of the generalized moves in (1)-(6) below (for all states p 
and q in S and all words a, 8, 7 in c*, with a < A 4, 3 < A4, and 7 < A4): 
(1) I f I (p ,  q, a) is in M, then M contains I(p, q, a), I(p', q', a), and I(p", q", a). 
(2) If (p, w, a~') t----* (q, w, ag'~') over a, then ~r containsi3 
(a) S(p, q, [a], 9') and S(p', q', [a], 9'), 
(b) S(p, q', [a], 9'), if ~ ~< 9', and 
(c) E(p", q", [ag'], A2/(9'>), if ~ ~< =. 
(3) If (p, w, a9'~') ~---* (q, w, ~1') over a, then _M contains 
(a) E(p, q, [a], 9') and E(p", q", [o,1, 9'), 
(b) E(p", q, [~], 9'), if K ~ a, and 
(c) S(p', q', [o~,], A2/<9'>), if K ~ a. 
(4) If (p, w, ~1'9'fl) ~--* (q, w, o~3)  over a9'3, then M contains R(p, q, [a], ~,, [fl]), 
R(p', q', [a], 9', [fl]), and R(p", q", [a], ~,, [8])- 
(5) If (p, w, ag't3) w--~t (q, w, =~'9'3) over a9'3, then M containsL(p, q, [a], ),, [fl]), 
L(p', q', [a], 9', [ill), andL(p", q", [d, 9', [ill). 
(6) If ag' = a, then M contains 
(a) E(q, q", [a], 9'), E(q', q", [a], 9'), and E(q", q", [a], ~,), 
(b) S(p', p, [c~], 9'), S(p', p', [a], 9'), and S(p', p", [a], 9'), 
(c) r p, ),, a, [3]), r p', 9", a, [fl]), and r p", 9,, a, LS]), and 
(d) r q", 9", a, [fl]), CE(q', q", 9", a, [fl]), and CE(q", q", •, a, [fl]). 
Clearly ~q is a bounded generalized stack-counter acceptor. We shall see that ~q is 
quasi-realtime and L(~q)=L(S).  To do this we shall need some terminology for 
discussing the simulation of S by ~q. 
The terms S-configuration, S-configuration, and equivalent configurations are the same 
as in Section 4. The partial ordering of configurations i  different. For configurations 
~: and , /with the same right stack word, write s e ~< , / i f  the stack word of ~ is ~< the 
stack word of ~/. 
x3 If A is a unit set, say A = (v), then we write v instead of {v}. 
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For each S' configuration ~ of the form (p, w, o~lfl), (p', w, ~'fl), or (p", w, ot~/3), 
call (p, w, ~tfl), denoted by U, the corresponding S-configuration. 
By a simulator of an S-configuration ~: = (p, w, ~'fl) is meant any S-configuration 
~1 either equal to ~ or of the form (p', w, cq~'/3), with ~x -- ~ and ~ ~< ~lfl ~< ~fl. 
Let ~:1 be any S-configuration of the form (p, w, a]'fl) or (p', w, aT/3). By a by-product 
of ~:x is meant any ~-configuration ~ either =~:x or of the form(p", w, o~2~fl), with az = 
and K ~ ~fl ~< o43. 
Using the preceding terminology, we present four lemmas. The arguments are 
similar to those in Section 4 but considerably simpler. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ~ ~--*M 71 over c~, where ~----(p,w,a~')and ~ = (q, w, ~/~) 
( ~ = (p, w, a7~ ) and 71 = (q, w, c~ )). Then,for every simulator ~1 of ~, there is a simulator 
~1 of ~l with the following property: For each by-product ~h of ~h , there is a by-product 
d , 
~z of ~1 for which ~ ~---~ ~?~ w~th d ~ 3. 
Proof. We shall prove only the case in which ~ = (p, w, a~') and ~? = (q, w, ate), an 
analogous argument holding for the other case. 
Let ~1 be a simulator of ~. Three situations arise: 
(a) ~ = ~ and 7 < ~. Then ~? is a suitable ~/t. For consider any by-product 
~?~ of ~h- If -q~ ---- V~, then ~ ~---M ~?z by (2a). Suppose that ~?~ 4: 71. Then 7~ 
(q", w,/3~), where fl ~ ay and ~ ~f l  ~ o0,. If ~Y//3 < A~, then ~:1 ~---M~I~-~/~?~. by 
(2a) and (6a). If cry/~ ~> A ~, then ~:~ = (p", w, flatly ~) is a by-product of ~a, and 
~ ~--a/n~ by (2c). 
(fl) ~1 = ~ and Y >/x. Then, as is easily seen, (q', w, a(7)~') is a suitable ~h. 
(Y) ~:1 :/: ~c. Then ~: = (p', w, ~x~'), where ~1 ~- ~ and r ~ ~ ~ ~. As is easily 
seen, (q', w, (Xl(,y)t) is a suitable 7a. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let ~w-*M7 over oeyfl, where ~ = (p, w, e~Tfl) and 7 = (q, w, e~y~fl) 
(~ = (p, w, ~,t~) and 7 = (q, w, ~,[3)). Then, for every simulator 6 of ~, there is a 
simulator 71 of 7 with the following property: For each by-product 72 of ~71, there is a by- 
product ~. of ~1 for which ~2 w--,vl 72 with d ~ 2. 
Proof. We shall give only the proof for the case in which ~ = (p, w, a~Tfl) and 
= (q, w, aye'/3), the proof of the other case being analogous. Note that Y ~ d. 
Let ~1 be a simulator of ~. Two situations arise: 
(a) ~1 ---- ~- Then V is a suitable ~h. For consider any by-product ~/2 of 7t .  If 
n2 = 7x, then 6 ~---~/~72 by (4). Suppose that 72 :~ ~1" Then ~72 = (q", w, 3~fl), where 
3 ~ a3 and K ~ 3t3 ~< 00,/3. If c~3 ~<A3, then ~:x w--~t~x ~---a/72 by (4) and (6d). If 
a 7 > A3, then ~2 = (P", w, A3/y ~ Y/3) is a by-product of ~:1, and 
~ ~--1~I (q", w, ,d6'~fl) ~--m ~ 
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by (4) and (6d). [Note that I A I > I K ] -}- d. Hence A/y > ~, so that c~ > A3/y > K. 
Since 3 ~ o~ 7 >/K, A3 ~ 3. Thus A3/y = c~zl3/~y ~ aA ==- o~.] 
(/3) ~:~ =/= ~:. Then ~:1 = (P', w, ~'y/3), where ex =- e and ~ ~< e~ly/3 ~< ~y/3. By 
an argument similar to (~), it is seen that (q', w, eW]'/3) is a suitable ~h. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  (qo, w, ~)~---*~, then there is a simulator 71 of ~ such that 
(qo, w, ~) ~--al "'" ~---a, 71, where each /2~ is in M and at most ten consecutive [z i are 
generalized E-moves. In particular, i f  w is in L( S), then we is accepted by S with delay ten. 
The proof parallels that of Lemma 4.3 above and is omitted. 
LEMMA 5.4. l f  (qo, W o , ~) ~---M~h , then ~Tx has one of the following forms: 
(~) (q, w, a~fl), where (qo , wo , ~) ~'--* 71 ; 
(/3) (q', w, o~t/3), where (qo , Wo , t) ~---* ~7 for all ~ = (q, w, &~/3) satisfying & ~ a 
and ~ ~ &; or 
(Y) (q", w, ~t/3), where (qo , Wo , t) ~---* ~1 for some ~ = (q, w, &~/3) satisfying ~ ---- & 
and ~ ~ &. 
In particular, L( S)  C_ L( S). 
Proof. Let "valid" and (*) be as in Lemma 4.4. The proof of (*) is by examination 
of each of the generalized moves in M. We give the argument for one of the complicated 
generalized moves, leaving the rest to the reader. 
Suppose that ~71 is valid and ~71 ~-'-~ "72, with /2 of the form (2c). Then 71 = 
n 2 (p ,  w,/3A / (y )  ~) and ~/2 = (q", w,/3~), where (p, w, c~') ~--* (q, w, cW~' ) over ~, 
t3 ~ cW, and K ~ c~. We shall show that (qo, w0, ~') ~--* '7 for some ",7 = (q, w,/~') 
satisfying/~ -/3 and fl >//3. Since 7/1 is valid, (q0, w0, ~') ~--* ~ for some configuration 
~: ---- (p, w, &]') with & ~-/3A2/(y) and & ---=/3A2/(y). Since & = ay(A2/(7) =~ ~2 ~ or, 
(q0, w0, t) ~---* r ~---* (q, w, &(Y)t) by Proposition 2.4. Moreover, &(y) ~ ay ==-/3 
and &(y) ~>/3A z >~/3. Thus (q, w, &(y)]') serves as a suitable ~/. 
From Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, and the fact that S is bounded, Proposition 5.1 follows. 
We are now ready for the main result. 
THEOREM "~ = "~QR"  
This follows from Propositions 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1, and the fact that LaoR _C ~a. 
Remark. A (quasi-realtime) stack-counter acceptor with no right shifts and no left 
shifts is called a (quasi-realtime) counter acceptor [6]. By a modification of the argument 
in the paper, it is readily seen that any language L accepted by a counter acceptor is 
accepted by some quasi-realtime counter acceptor (so that the counter acceptor 
languages and the quasi-realtime counter acceptor languages coincide). To see this 
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note that L = L(S)  for some SE-quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptor S with no 
right or left shifts. By Proposition 5.1, L = L(S1) for some bounded quasi-realtime 
generalized stack-counter acceptor S 1 . Furthermore, S1 is restricted to generalized 
input, generalized store, and generalized erase moves. (This is because (1), (2), and (3) 
of Section 5 involve only generalized input, generalized store, and generalized erase 
moves. Items (4), (5), and (6), when used for a counter, introduce only generalized 
moves which can be realized by generalized store or generalized erase moves.) By 
Proposition 3.1, L =L(S2)  for some quasi-realtime stack-counter acceptor S~. 
Furthermore, $2 is a quasi-realtime counter acceptor since right and left shifts arise 
only through (4)-(7) of Section 3 and thus do not occur in the present situation. 
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